
AVS COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT OF COM PT]TER APPLICATIONS

ACApEI\{rC YEAR -(20r 7-201 8)_
POs, PSOs and COs

Programme outcome (POs)

Apply knowledge of mathematics, programming strucfire, prognm fundamentals and
structured systenq software development, nrcmory and file system concepts,
networking & communication, and information assurance & security to the solution of
complex problems in computer science and applications. Evaluate the oflice tools and
techniques.

Develop the Ability to identif and analyze complex problems , circuit design in the
areas of hardware, software, applications and system analyze and desigx
specifications, algorithms and interaction behavior, programming structures and
various programming language development concept.

Design, develop an algorithrns and provide soft\vare solutions to cater the industry
needs and to develop the skills to take up entrepreneurships and higher studies in the
field of Computer Science and design systems, leam various internet technologies and
services, Components or processes that meet specified needs with appropriate
consideration for public health and safety, cultural, societal, and environmental
cons iderations.

POl:

PO2:

PO3:

PO4:

PO5:

Ability to create, select and apply state ofthe modern tools and techniques in graphics
designing and animation, developing and testing a computing system or its
component, Ability to engage in independent and lifelong learning in the broadest
context oftechnological change. Apply the database design concept, operating system
concepts, and system architecture and communication network technologies.

Understand and evaluate the sustainability and impact of professional work in the
solution ofcomplex problems related to system security, Database management, data
structure. Demonstrate knowledge of management principles and economic decision
making and apply these to one's own work, as a member and leader in a teanr, and in
multidisciplinary environments. Develop inter-twining competence in the field of
Commerce and Managemen! Computing Skili anci Computational tools.
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Programme Specific Outcome (PSOs)

PSOI: Understand the fundamental structure, theoretical, programming, error handhng,
program development and implementation using key concepts in various
programming language, including hardware and networking, understand various
professional, technical and ethical issues prevailing in the industry, front and
backend database applications development.

PSO2: Desigl and artr'lyze precise specifications of algorithms, procedwes, interaction
behavior and apply modern practices and strategies in software project development
and system architecture ,memory management, ability to apply, design and
development of application oriented software systems and testing practices.

PSO3: Communicate eflectively in both verbal and written form in industry and sharpen
mobile communications and problem solving techniques, online, offline business
services and management, operation and maintenance of networks, databases, and
security and comput€r systems architecture and communications.

PSO4:

PSO5:

Apply the technologies in various fields of computer science including system
architecture, memory management, proc€ss management, mobile applications, Web
site development and management, Database and computer networks, designing.
Implement the scripting concepts, internet technologies, recent image editing tools
and techriques.

Gain in preventive, ethical hacking and security technologies in recent trends and
identi$, formulate and solve problem in software solutions, commercial applications
developmen! operations management, outsoucing services, computer design and
working principles, formulate and solve hardware and software problems using
computer principles and applications.
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SEMESTER-I
Core I - Computer Applications for AutomatioD Paper code; 17LICA01

Cource outcomcs

Afier the successful completion of this course, the students will be sble to

COl: Outline Office Suit components with specific application

CO2: Apply Word Processing Tools including Document Formatting, Using
Graphics, Working with Macro and Mail Merge.

CO3: Apply Spread Sheet Tools including Worksheet formatting, Using Functions,
Graphics and Chars.

CO4: Create effective Presentation Using Animation and Transition

COS: Remember various services based on online and offline surfaces, intemet
operations.

Allied L Paper - I: Algebra and Fourier series Paper code: ITUMAA0I
Course outcomes

After the successtul completion of thk coune, the studenls will be able lo

COl: Know the application of relations between the roots and coefticients ofan equation and

diminishing the roots of an equation

CO2: Ability to solve the consisGncy of linear equations and application of Cayley-Hamilton

theorem

CO3: Understand the concepts of Cartesian co-ordinates, parametric co'ordinates and polar

co-ordinates.

CO4: Undersand the basic properties of PDE.

CO5: Gain the skill to solve problems.

SEMESTER-tr
Atlied CORf,, - II C PROGRAMMING Paper code: 17UCA02

coune outcones

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Recognize the Basic Terminologies of C Prograrnming, Acquire the basic constructs
of programming languages, structued approach in program design and suitable logic
in solving problems.

CO2: Understanding the statemont structure operators and ryply simple problerns.

CO3: Illustrate arays, firnctions, structures, union and file handling.

CO4: Demonstrate the operation of Stuctures and unions, pointers.

COS: Recognize the operation ofFiles and memory managernent concept, error handling.
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W
Core SBEC - INTERNET AND mS APPLICATIONS Paper code: 17UCAS01

Coune outcomcs

Afier successful completion ofthis course, lhe students will be able to

COI: Cain praaical linowledge on the basics of web development and Internet
applications, internet services.

CO2: Intemet programming, websites desigrring and various intemet desigtr technologies.

CO3: Acquire practical knowledge of working with Internet, Access information fiom
various sources. Select and apply mark-up languages for processing and presenting
information in web pages. Use fimdamental skills to maintain web server scvices
required to host a website.

CO4: Understand and practice the ethics in internet, knport and Eryort data from other

sources. Implement the data handling.

CO5: Design and implement dynamic websites with good aesthetic sense of desigring.

Create WebPages for any application and ga acquainted in working with Intemet and Online
services.

Allied I: Paper - II: Difrerential Equations and Laplece Transforms
Paper code: I7UMAA02

Course outcomes
Afier the successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COI: Understand the concepts ofMaxima and Mhima.

CO2: Develop the knowledge in Numerical Methods problem solving.

CO3: Understand the second order differential equations with constant coefficients

CO4: Understand the basic properties oflaplace Transforms

CO5: Solve the simple problems in inverse Laplace and its applications.

SEMESTER-trI
Core III- Fundamentals of Digitsl Computers Paper code: 17UCA03
Coune oulcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COI: knparting dre desigr logics and digital principles.

CO2: Practice the various logical circuits desigr.

C03: Practice the various t)?es of number system logrcs and circuit design.

CO4: hactice the different types of addressing modes and circuit design.

CO5: Impeting fte Mernory logics and ad&essing.

Core IV- Structured Syst€m snslysb rnd Design Paper code: 17UCA04
Coune oulcomes

After success iirrse, the students will be able to

able to understand system aonc€pts, system and
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co2:

co3:

CO4:

c05:

Assess the concept of various data structures and Absfact Data Types (ADT),
Study the [nformation SysterL g€nersl Business Knowledge and develop System
Analyst skill.

Utilize trees and graphs in real time applicatio4 software dwelopment approach and
data flow represemtation. Compare the various Directed and Undirected Graphs.

Analyze System Design, Different kinds ofdatabases and Procedures and
controls.

Demonstrate the system design and implementation, System testing Security and
Case Analysis.

Core V - Dste Structure rnd Algorilhms Paper code: 17UCA05
Cource outcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Understand the basic concept of algorithms, evaluate the various sorting algorithms.
Evaluate the various data structures design and their implernentations, different
methods of searching and sorting.

CO2: Evaluate the use of different data structue like stack, queue, trees and graphs,

evaluation of expression.

CO3: Implement the application of arrays and linked lists in various data structures.

CO4: Descnlbe the conc€pt of various structured algorithrns, graphs and their
application.

CO5: Categorize the ways to organize the data Employ the different ways of
organizing the files.

Allied tr: Paper - I: Principles of Accounting Paper code: f 7UCMA01
Cou$e oatcomes

Alter the successful completlon of thb coune, the studerrls will be able to

COl: Apply an appropriate judgment in selecting and presenting information using

various methods relevant to financial accounting.

CO2: Discuss a reasoned argument to the solution of familiar and unfamiliar
problems relevant to financial accounting.

CO3: Prepare ledger accounts using double entry bookkeeping and record journal

entries.

CO4: Interpret the business implications of financial statem€nt information.

CO5: Preparing tion for planning and confol and for the
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SEMESTER-IV
Core -VI Relational Databese Managcment Systems Paper Code: 17UCA06
Coarse oulcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Students Able to master the basic concepts and understand the applications of
database systems.

CO2: Analyze and construct an Entf-Relationship (E-R) model from specifications
and to transform to relational model.

CO3: Understand normalization principles

CO4: Able to construct SQL queries to perform CRUD operations. (Create, Retrieve,
UNate,Dele|a)

CO5: Understand principles of database transaction rnanagemenq daabase rccovery,
security.

CORE-vIIOPERATINGSYSIEMS PaperCode: 17UCA07
Coane outcomes

After successful complction of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Analyze the OS structue, concepts, processes and scheduling ofprocessor.

c02:

co3:

co4:

coS:

IdentiS the process and ttreads managerren! dead lock situation and provide
appropriate solution.

Arnlyze memory rnanagement techniques and rnemory replacement
algorithms.

Understand the concepts of deadlocks and multi process and processors

system.

Educate the file processing systeq implementation of file systems and
directories.

SBEC - HTMI AND JAVASCRIPT Paper Code: I7UCAS02
Coune ourcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Understand the HTML and scriping languages, CSS and document basics,

developing andorganizingwebpage.

CO2: Outline the HTML table and table elements, E-Mail content of form.

CO3: Summarize the java script languages and decision making struchre, looping
structue.

CO4: Go over the HTML and scripting anays, operations of arrays.

CO5: Make use ns and HTML forms, methods and event
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SEMf,STER-IV
Core - YIII Object Oriented Programming with C# Paper Code: 17UCA08
Course outcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

col:
statements.

c02:
co3:

co4:

co5:

ObjecfOriented Programming Principles and expressions and control

Summarize the various types ofFunctions and dilferent types ofconstructors.

Make use of Operator Overloading and Type Conversiors, Inheritance Virtual
Base Classes, Pointers

Managing l/O Operations working with files and fiie system operations, error
handling techniques.

Go over the templates and Exception Handling Mechanism.

Allied ll: Paper - ll: Cost and Management Accountlng Paper code:17ucMA02
Cowse outcomcs

After the successful completton ol this coune, the students will be able n

COl: Use information to support business processes and practices of cost sheet

preparation

CO2: Such as problem analysis and decision making with materials management

CO3: Use information to support business processes and practices, such as problem

analysis and decision making.

CO4: Submit an application quantitative skills to help analyze and solve business

problems and to take advantage ofbusiness opportunities

CO5: Be valid and analyze different types of activity-based management tools

through the preparation of estimates.

SEMESTER-V

CORE D( - Programming in Java
Course outcomes

Paper code: 12UCA09

After the successful completion of this coulse, the students will be able to

C01: Recall the fundamentals of Object Oriented Programming; Outline the major

concepts like inheritance, packages to implement in Java Programming.

CO2: outline the D ranchi ng, Looping and Classes, Objects and
,?
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CO3: Summarize the Arrays, Strings and Vectors, defining and implementing lnterfaces,
Packages.

CO4: Make use of Multithreaded Programming, Managing Errors and Exceptions,
Understand the Applet Programming and Event handling.

CO5: Define the Graphics Programming, Managing/O Files, Stream classes.

SEMESTER-V

CORE X - Computer Networks Paper code: 12UCA10
Course outcomes

After the successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Gain the knowledge of OSI reference model and transmission rnedia.

CO2: Understand the data link layer design issues and Error Detection and

Correction.

CO3: Nerwork Layer Design Issues, Routing Algorithms and internetruorking

concepts.

CO4: Go over the Transport Layer services, Congestion cont:ol and lntamet

transport protocol.

COS: Application layers DNS, E-Mail concept and Network Security.

CORE X - Computer Graphics
Cource outcomes

After the successful completion of this cowse, the students will be able to

C01: Explain the basics of computer graphics, different graphics systems and
applications of computer graphics.

COl: Explore the background and standard line and circle drawing algorithms,
exposure ofvarious transformation approaches and its comparative analysis.

COl: Illustrate Projection and clipping with explore different techniques

C01: Outline the concepts of parametric conditions and properties of curves,
surfaces.

COl: Apply design principles to create different curves and explore hidden lines and

surface techniques.
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SEMESTER.V

CORX XI - Elective - I Management Information System
Course outcomes

Paper code; l2trCAEO3

After the successfii completion of this course, the srudents will be able to

COl: Demonstrate the concepts Management information system and process of
MIS.

CO2: Apply management plan and decision making concepts.

CO3: Explore the development of MIS and technologies.

CO4: Application of MIS in manufacturing sector, Decision support syst€m and

implement enterprise Management System.

CO5: Understand the object oriented technologies and networking t€chnologies.

SEMESTER-V

SBEC - III (Excel and PowerPoint) Paper code: I2UCAS03
Course outcomes

After the successful completion of this cowse, the students will be able to

COI: Practice the work sheet and working with data and table.

CO2: Apply Calculations on Data and Changing Document Appearance

CO3: Explore the Starting a New Presentation Working with Slide Text navigation.

CO4: Application and adjusting the Slide Layout, Applying a Theme.

CO5: Preparing and delivering a Presentation usint various animation and themes.

SEMESTER-V

SBEC - IV (Java Script and VB Script) Paper code: 12UCAS04
Course outcomes

After the successful contpletian of this cowse, the students will be able to

COl: Practice the scripting languages concepts.

CO2: Apply the scriptint lantuate decision making and loopint statements.

CO3: Explore the functio

(
concepts and b in objects.
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COS: Apply the VB scripting concepts functions, and decision and looping statements,

functions.

SEMESTER-\'I

CORE XI -Visual Programming
Course outcomes

Paper code: lzUCAlz

After lhe successful completion of this cowse, the students will be able to

COl: Understand the application development logics, project development, controls, event-

driven prograrnming.

C02z

c03:
co4:
co5:

Apply the Ywtableg Constants and Decisions and conditions making statemeofs.

Go Over the Menus, Sub procedures and sub functions, Multiple Forms ald projects.

Study the concept of array ad looping statement.

Understand the connectivity between VB and databasg Accessing Database Files,
Data Connol and Navigating the Database in Code.

CORE XI - PHP Scripting Language
Course outcomes

Paper code: l2UCAl3

After the successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COI: Outline the Basic development of PHP Concepts, PHP Scripts data

manipulations and operations.

CO2: Make use of the control, conditional and Working with Saing and Numeric
Functions

CO3: Working with Arrays Functions, Arrays with Forms and Processing Arrays
with Loops and lterations.

CO4: Define Functions and Classes and Working with Files and Directories.

COS: Make use of Database and SQL, MYSQL, PDO, DOM and Handling Enors,
Understand the XML

f,lective - II E-Commerce
Coutse outcomes

Paper code: 12UCAE06

After the successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

adverti si ng.

CO3: Summarize the s Internet Gambling in E-
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CO2: Outline the Enabling internet Technologies, diffoent types of e-Marketing E-
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CO4: Make use of e-Payment Systemg Classification of New Payment Systems, fusk and e-
Payment Systerng Digital Sipature and Online Financial Services in lndia"

CO5: Go over the Information systems for Mobile Commerce and Wireless Technologieg
Security Issues in mobile commerce.

Elective - III Software Project Management
Cource outcomes

Paper code: I2UCAE07

After the successful completion of this cor.cse, the students will be able to

COl: Overview of Project development Planning and software project management.

CO2: Outline the project development planning, estimation and approaches. .

CO3: Summarize the resource allocation management.

C04: Understand the project development managing controls.

CO5: Go over the software development environment and quality checking process.

SBEC -v (Soft Sldlls) Paper code: 12UCAS05

Coufse o,rtcomes

After the successful completion of this cottse, the students will be able to

COI: Students able to improve the technical communicative skills.

.CO2: Develop the studenls in different types listening process.

CO3: Prepare the students for various competitive exams and to attend the different

types of int€rview preparation techniques.

CO4: Evaluate Nature of group discussioq Techniques for individual contn'bution

and Group interaction strategies.

CO5: Practice the paper presentation planning the paper presentation.

SBEC-VI (Flash)
CouBe outcomes

Paper code: 12UCAS06

After the successful completion of this course, the students will be able to
COI: Understand the Flash environment.

C02: DemonstraG the various menu options and editing tools.

CO3: Practice the editing tool and color tools.

CO4: Practice the different types of symbols and multimedia information.
*-==

COS: Practice Frames n
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